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This guide will help you to recognise aircraft made by Boeing on your spotting 
trips. Sometimes there are many sub-types of an aircraft. The differences 
between them are hard to see, so it’s already good if you can recognise the basic 
versions of the aircraft. Have much fun with this guide!

The number of passengers depends on the seat configuration of the aircraft 
(Economy class, Business class,…). This differs from airline to airline, so 
averages or the capacity with a 3 class configuration and the capacity with a 1 
class configuration (e.g. 220-280 passengers) are displayed.

The range or flight distance depends on the engines with which the aircraft 
fly, the amount of fuel aboard and the load of the aircraft, here are averages or 
the max. range with max. payload and the max. range with almost no payload 
aboard (except fuel) displayed. 

The landing gear is displayed as follows:
-head landing gear: this is the landing gear beneath the fuselage, the number of 
wheels is for one gear leg.
-nose landing gear: this is the gear beneath the nose, always one gear leg.

If you find mistakes or have comments, please contact me at: 
contact@spotterfreak.net

Abbreviations:

BBJ Boeing Business Jet
BCF Boeing Converted Freighter 
BGW Bigger Gross Weight 
C Convertible: passenger/cargo version, the seats can be removed and 

cargo placed on the main deck.
D Domestic
ER Extended Range
ERF Extended Range Freighter
F Freighter: this kind of aircraft carries cargo.
LR Longer Range
M Mixed: a mix of passenger seats and cargo can be placed.
MTOW Maximum Take-Off Weight
PF Package Freighter 
QC Quick Change : the aircraft can be transformed quickly form passenger 

version to cargo version and vice versa.
QF Quiet Freigther : Quieter engines fitted.
SR Short Range
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1.Index: The Boeing Family

    B707:                                                    B787 (provisional):
• B707-120(B)/-220                                  - B787-300
• B707-138                                               - B787-800
• B707-320(B)(C)                                      - B787-900
• B707-420                                               - B787-1000
• B720                                                      - B787 VIP
• B707-700 (not produced)

    B717:
• B717-200(BGW)

    B727:
• 727-100(C)(QC)(QF)
• 727-200(F)
• Advanced 727-200

    B737:
• B737-100/-200
• B737-300
• B737-400
• B737-500
• B737-600
• B737-700(C)(QC)(ER)
• B737-800
• B737-900(ER)

    B747:
• B747-100/-200(F)
• B747-SP
• B747-300(C)(M)(SR)
• B747-400(D)(F)(ER)(ERF)(BCF)
• B747-800 (future)
• B747LCF(Large Cargo Freighter) ‘Dreamlifter’

    B757:
• B757-200(PF)(M)
• B757-300

    B767:
• B767-200(ER)
• B767-300(ER)(F)
• B767-400ER

     B777:
• B777-200(ER)(LR)(F)
• B777-300(ER)
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2.The Aircraft

2.1 B707
The B707 was the first aircraft made by Boeing. The prototype was called ‘Model 
367-80 or ‘Dash 80’. The first order came from the U.S. Air force, it ordered the 
KC-135 (tanker version of the B707). There are only dozens B707s still flying.

Remarks:
-4 engines
-no winglets
-head landing gear: 4 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-different lengths and versions, see below:

-B707-120(B)
The B707-120 was the first civil version. It was suitable for long internal flights 
and offered place to ca. 110-179 passengers. The original engines on the 
B707-120 were the Pratt & Whitney JT3 or JT4 turbojet engines, they were later 
replaced by the more economical JT3D turbofans. This resulted in the B707-120B 
version.

-B707-138(B)
This aircraft is a shortened version of the B707-120. It was designed especially 
for Qantas. The B707-138B has turbofans instead of turbojet engines.

-B707-320(B)(C)
This version has a greater range and can fly between Europe and America 
without stops. There is place for ca. 147-189 passengers. The B707-320B version 
has more economical JT3D turbofans instead of JT3 or JT4 turbojet engines.
The B707-320C is a convertible version.

-B707-420
This is a version of the B707-320 with Rolls-Royce engines.

-B720
The B720 was a shortened version, that was faster and lighter than the B707 
family. From this version there were 154 built.

-B707-700 (not produced)
The B707-700 was a design with more modern CFM56 engines, but has never 
been produced.

2.2 B717-200(BGW)
The B717-200 is an small aircraft with 2 engines designed for short haul flights. 
It has place for ca. 106-117 passengers and a maximum range of ca. 3815km. 
The B717-200BGW(=bigger gross weight) has a higher take-off weight. The 
production stopped in 2006. 

Remarks:
-2 engines, longer than engines of MD-90 and larger than engines of MD80/DC-9
-T-tail              -1 main exit, 2 emergency exits above the wing
-head landing gear: 2 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
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2.3 B727
The B727 is an medium sized aircraft with 3 engines for short and medium haul 
flights. It has a T-tail with 1 engine, the other 2 engines are mounted on the rear 
section of the fuselage. The most aircraft are transformed into freighters. The 
production stopped in 1984.

Remarks:
-3 engines, 1 mounted on tail; other 2 on back of fuselage
-T-tail
-B727-100:1 main exit; B727-200:2 main exits; both 2 emergency exits above 
the wing
-head landing gear: 2 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels

-B727-100(C)(QC)(QF)
The B727-100 has a passenger capacity of ca. 94-131 passengers and has a 
max. range of ca. 5556km. The B727-100C is a convertible version with a large 
cargo door and the B727-100QC is a quick change version. The B727-100QF 
(=quiet freighter) is equipped with quiet engines. 

-B727-200(F)
The B727-200 is a stretched version of the B727-100, so it has a higher 
passenger capacity (ca. 148-198 passengers). The max. range is rather limited, 
this is fixed in the next version. There was also a freighter version available.

-Advanced B727-200
This version looks the same as the B727-200, but is much modernised. The 
MTOW increased from 77.122kg to 86.600kg and has an increased max. range, 
ca. 3965-4450km.

2.4 B737
The B737 is the smallest aircraft of Boeing and the best selling aircraft in the 
world. It is an aircraft with 2 engines, and has much versions. They are described 
below.

Remarks:
-2 engines
-head landing gear: 2 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-2 main exits and 1 emergency exit above the wing (except B737-400, B737-800 
and B737-900: 2 emergency exits above the wing)
-differences between versions are mentioned below.

The first versions:

-B737-100
This first version was possible to carry ca.100 passengers. It had a max. range of 
ca. 3185.44 km with max. payload. No B737-100 is still flying.

-B737-200(C)(QC)
The B737-200 had a higher passenger capacity (ca. 115-128) than the –100. The 
engines were replaced by JT9s for better performance. There was also a 
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Convertible and Quick Change version available. A Executive version was also 
available. Production stopped.

-B737-200 Advanced
This version had major wing improvements to produce an increase in lift and a 
reduction of take-off & approach speeds for better short field performance. Also 
improved brakes became available for better short field performance. 
The Advanced had also an increased MTOW (52,390kg). Upgrade kits were 
available for existing operators of the -200. These performance improvements 
increased the service ceiling to 37,000ft. A Executive version was also available. 
Production stopped.

Classics:
 
-B737-300(QC)(F)(SF)
The B737-300 has a longer fuselage (ca. 33m), a redesigned tail, a new cockpit 
and a greater wingspan than the B737-200. It was fitted with modern CFM56 
turbofan engines, these are placed before the wing as high as possible, otherwise 
the engines hit the ground. There is place for 128-149 passengers and it has a 
max. range of ca. 4230km. The –300SP is version with winglets for more fuel 
efficiency. There was also a Quick Change version and a Freighter version 
available. Production stopped.

-B737-400
This version is longer than the B737-300. The –400 can carry between 146-168 
passengers and has a max. range between 3630-4005km. The B737-400SP is a 
version with winglets for more fuel efficiency. The –400SF is a freighter 
conversion. Production stopped.

-B737-500
The 737-500 has the same length as the older B737-200 (31m), but the new 
technologies used in the –300 and –400 are now incorporated. There’s place for 
ca. 110-132 passengers and the –500 has a max. range of ca. 2950-4393km. 
The B737-500SP has winglets. Production stopped.

Next Generations:
Every Next Generation B737 has a new advanced technology wing design that 
offers more fuel capacity and lowers the fuel costs. This increases the maximum 
range. 

-B737-600
The B737-600 has the same length of the –500 (31m), so it can also carry ca. 
110-132 passengers. The –600 has a max. range of ca. 5649km.

-B737-700(C)(QC)(ER)
The B737-700 (33m) is longer than the –600 and has place for ca. 126-149 
passengers. It has a max. range of ca. 5556km. The B737-700C is a convertible 
version, the B737-700QC is a quick change version, it can be changed within an 
hour into a cargo aircraft and vice versa. The new B737-700ER has an increased 
max. range (ca. 10 200km).
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-B737-800
The B737-800 (39m) is a longer version of the B737–400 and can carry ca. 
162-189 passengers. It has a max. range of ca. 5445km. The –800 can be 
equipped with winglets via a retrofit kit. Since May 2001, the winglets are 
standard. The B737-800ERX will be a long range version with more MTOW. The 
ERX version will probably become available in 2013.

-B737-900(ER)
The B737-900 (42m) is a longer version of the –800 and has a max. range of ca. 
3200-5084km. The passenger capacity is restricted to 189 for safety reasons. 
The B737-900ER has an extra door after the wing, this made it possible for 
carrying ca. 215 passengers. The B737-900ER has a max. range of ca. 5925km.

-B737-BBJ (Boeing Business Jet)
This is a corporate version of the B737.

2.5 B747
The B747 “Jumbo Jet” was the biggest airplane in the world till the arrival of the 
A380. It has a characteristic bulge on top of the fuselage, so you can’t confuse 
this airplane with other airplanes.

Remarks:
-4 engines
-characteristic bulge on top of fuselage
-head landing gear: 4 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-no winglets, except B747-400

Classics:
-B747-100(SR)
The B747-100 was the first version, with a capacity of 397-447 passengers. It 
has a max. range of ca. 9045km. The B747-100SR(=short range) was developed 
for short flights, it is strengthened at some points (e.g. landing gear) because it 
makes more take-offs and landings than the normal B747s.

-B747-200(F)(C)(M)
This version has the same look as the –100 (same passenger capacity), but the 
B747-200 has more powerful engines, and so a bigger max. range (9075-12.778 
km) and a higher MTOW than the B747-100. The freighter B747-200F’s nose can 
be opened to make it easier to load the airplane. The B747-200C is a convertible 
version. In the –200M(=mixed) a mix of passengers and cargo can be placed, 
this version has no movable nose.

-B747-SP(=Special Performance)
The B747–SP is ca. 14m shorter than the other B747s. It is developed for very 
long haul flights, so it has a max. range of ca. 10.840-12.325km. Due to the 
shorter fuselage, there is place for ca. 280-316 passengers.

-B747-300(C)(M)(SR)
The B747-300 has a longer upper deck than the previous versions. So it can 
carry ca. 40 passengers more, good for a total capacity of ca. 470 passengers. 
The B747-300C is a convertible version. In the –300M a mix of passengers and 
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cargo can be placed, this version has no movable nose. The B747-300SR(=short 
range) is developed for short haul flights.

Next Generations:
-B747-400(D)(F)(ER)(ERF)(BCF)
This version has also a longer upper deck, like the –300, but is much 
modernised. Some changes: winglets (except domestic version), digital cockpit, 
higher MTOW, bigger range, composite materials, etc. The B747-400 can carry 
ca. 416-524 passengers and has a max. range of ca. 13.491km. The B747–400D 
(=domestic) is developed for short haul flights and has no winglets. The 
B747-400ER (=extended range) has a bigger range (14.205km). There is also a 
freighter version (=F) and an extended range freighter (=ERF) version available, 
both with movable nose. A B747-400 can be converted by Boeing to –400BCF(= 
Boeing converted freighter).

-B747-800(F) Intercontinental (provisional) 
The B747-800 is the first version with a longer fuselage than the B747-100 
(5.60m longer). It will have a lower fuel consumption, thanks to the General 
Electric GEnx engines, and a max. range of 14 815km. The -800 will have a 
passenger capacity of ca. 470-500 passengers. There is also a freighter version 
planned.

-B747LCF(=Large Cargo Freighter) ‘Dreamlifter’
This is a strong modified B747-400. It is developed for transporting big things, 
such as wings or fuselage parts from the new B787. The tail section can be 
opened to load the cargo easier into the Dreamlifter.

2.6 B757-200(PF)(M) and -300
The B757 has two engines and is developed for short to medium haul flights. The 
B757-200 can carry ca. 178-238 passengers and has a max. range of ca. 
5053-7277km. The B757-200PF(=package freighter) is a freighter version, in the
-200M(mixed) a mix of passengers and cargo can be placed (only one built). The 
B757-300 is a stretched version of the B757–200. It can carry ca. 240-289 
passengers and has a max. range of ca. 6055km. Production stopped.

Remarks:
-2 engines
-head landing gear: 4 wheels (A321: 2 wheels), nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-3 main exits, B757-200:  2 emergency exits above the wing; B757-300: 2 
emergency exits above the wing and 1 behind the wing
-no winglets (sometimes fitted by airline) 

2.7 B767
The B767 is announced at the same time as the B757. It is developed for 
medium haul flights and transatlantic flights (Extended range versions). 

Remarks:
-2 engines
-head landing gear: 4 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-2 main exits; B767-200: 1 emergency exit above the wing, B767-300: 2 
emergency exits above the wing, B767-400: 4 main exits
-no winglets
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-B767-200(ER)
This is the first version of the B767. It has big wings, so that later stretched 
versions could be build. There is place for ca. 216-290 passengers and this 
version has a max. range of ca. 5855-7135km. The –200ER(=extended range) 
has an increased max. range of ca. 12.269km.

-B767-300(ER)(F)
The B767-300 is a stretched version of the –200. This increased the passenger 
capacity to ca. 269-350 passengers. The max. range remained approximately the 
same: 7835-7890km. The B767-300ER(=extended range) has an increased max. 
range (10.195-10.880km). There is also a freighter version, the –300F.

-B767-400ER
The B767-400ER(=extended range) is a stretched version of the B767-300. It 
has a passenger capacity of ca. 245 passengers (3 class) and a max. range of ca. 
10.343-10.418km. The –400ER is only sold to Delta Air Lines and Continental 
Airlines (47 airplanes).

2.8 B777
The B777 is the biggest airplane in the world with 2 engines. It is developed to 
fill in the ‘gap’ between the B767 and B747. 

Remarks:
-2 engines
-head landing gear: 6 wheels, nose landing gear: 2 wheels
-B777-200: 4 main exits, B777-300: 4 main exits, 1 big emergency exit above 
the wing
-no winglets

-B777-200(ER)(LR)(F)
The B777-200 can carry ca. 305-430 passengers and has a max. range of ca. 
7778-9537km. The –200ER(=extended range) has a max. range of 
11.037-14.316km. The B777-200LR(=longer range) has even a longer range 
than the previous versions, a max. range of 16.417km. The freighter version of 
the B777 is based on the B777-200LR. 

-B777-300(ER)
This airplane is a stretched version of the B777-200. It is ca. 10m longer than 
the B777-200 and even longer than the B747. The B777-300 can carry ca. 
386-479 passengers and has a max. range of ca. 10.595km. There is also an 
extended range version developed, the B777-300ER. This version has a max. 
range of ca. 13.427km.

2.9 B787 Dreamliner (provisional)
The B787 will be a very fuel efficient en silent airplane. To make this true, Boeing 
uses a lot of new techniques such as composite materials, General Motors’ GEnx 
engines, special painting, etc. There are 5 versions planned.

Remarks:
-2 engines
-winglets
-typical ‘curled’ wings
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-B787-300
This version will be able to carry ca. 250-300 passengers and will have a max. 
range of ca. 5500km.

-B787-800
This version will have the same length as the B787-300, but will have a greater 
wing span. It will also have a bigger max. range, 15.200km.

-B787-900
The B787-900 will be a stretched version of the B787, able to carry more 
passengers. It will have a range of ca. 15.700km. There will be also a VIP 
version based on the B787-900.

-B787-1000
This version will be even longer than the B787-900. The passenger capacity will 
be near by those  of a B777-200, but with the advantages of the B787 
technology.

All Boeing aircraft on a line.
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